Evaluation of the glyoxal-bis-(2-hydroxyanil)-method for staining of calcium in model gelatin films and pancreatic islets.
The nature of tissue calcium, detectable with glyoxal-bis-(2-hydroxyanil), (GBHA), was investigated using gelatin films as model. The results indicate that in the films the procedure detects only the calcium fraction which was ionized in the original gelatin solution. The GBHA staining intensity (absorbance) appeared to be linear with the amount of ionized calcium in the range from 0 to 2 micrograms/cm2. The method allows detection of amounts of ionized calcium as low as 0.15 micrograms/cm2 or 0.0015 pg/mu2. For the measurement of calcium in pancreatic tissue of fed rats, the tissue was subjected to freeze-substitution at -80 degree C in acetone containing 1% oxalic acid. Adjacent sections were stained with either GBHA or aldehyde-fuchsin (AF). Exocrine tissue hardly stained with GBHA whereas islet tissue stained intensely. For GBHA as well as for AF a variation in staining intensity (visual evaluation) between islets was observed. Islet GBHA- and AF-staining intensities did not correlate. The AF-staining intensity but not the GBHA-staining intensity decreased with increasing islet diameter. Also in pancreatic islet tissue the GBHA method appears to be very sensitive and reproducible and small differences in islet GBHA-staining intensity can be detected. The results indicate that between islets differences in ionized calcium content exist. These differences do not correlate with the degree of B-cell granulation.